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The primary goal of this wo.r.k is to study relativistic effects, if 
any, in nuclear fission •.. Previous .workers in the· .study of· fission have 
confined themselves to non-,,relativistic theory, since relativistic 
corrections in spherical nuclei hav.e been found by.various estimates to 
be small. There do not appear.--to .. have .been. any. attempts to evaluate 
the importance of relativistic corrections in the: .highly deformed nuclei 
which occur during fission. 
In the first part of this work we discuss the relativ:istic covar.,.. 
iance of the Dirac equation, and introduce potentials which apparently 
satisfy this covariance condition, .at least in some approximation. We 
discuss the relativistic equivalent oscillator of Swamy. (1), and the 
relativistic equivalent oscillator. in cylindrical coordinates of Swamy 
and Chaffin (2). The group .theory of these Hamiltonians is discussed in 
addition to the covariance properties. The equivalent oscillator in 
spherical coordinates is shown to be invariant under the Lie Algebra of 
S0(4) ® SU(2), and to possess the noninvariance. group . Sp(2,2) ® SU(2). 
This noninvariance group.is.f.ur.thel;' expandable to. SU(2,2) ® SU(2). 
The motivation for applying the Dirac equation to.the calculation 
of fission barriers stems. from the non-spherical· .shapes of the nuclei 
during fission, and the resulting possibility of larger relativistic 
1 
2 
corrections, as well as .the -results of earlier ca.lculations which 
showed that relativistic corrections might be significant in heavy 
nuclei (3, 4, 5). In recent .y.ear.s, .. the method of Strutinsky (6) for 
calculating shell corrections --to -fission bar.r.iers. .has .been discovered. 
This method provides a .way .to estimate. the contribution of single 
particle effects in fission, .. and . .the modification .o.f the .results of the 
liquid drop model which .would .be caused by these· effects-•.. We use this 
method since more sophisticated .calculations., such .as. Hartree-Fock 
calculations, are not yet feasible- .for heavy nucLei~. · Briefly, the. 
Strutinsky method finds the.change.in the potential.energy.of a nucleus 
due to a high or low density .of .. she.LL model le:v.els .near.. ~the Fermi level. 
A variety of potentials has .been .used in the .va..r.ious .calculations of 
the shell model energy lev.els .as .a function of deformation. In many 
nuclei, the Strutinsky shell .co.r.rection has been applied to show that 
secondary minima may occur. in .the potential energy surface. Shape 
isomers have been discovered experimentally, showing that these 
secondary minima do in fact exist. 
The models used to calculate energy l~vel~ as .a .func-tio.n of defor-
mation include the harmonic .oscillator shell model •.. ' The harmonic oscil-
lator models include the .o.ne-,center model of Nilsson .(7.), .as well as the 
two center model based upon .the .Dirac .equation,. which cor.r.esponds to the 
model of Holzer, Mosel, and .Gr.einer. One· advantage of doing this is 
that the model can be applied f.o;r.. large separations of the two centers, 
and is asymptotically cor.r.ectwhenethe two centers .separate to infinity. 
Hence; we can test whether or .not .relativistic corrections become 
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DIRAC HAMILTONIANS FOR USE AS 
NUCLEAR SHELL MODELS 
Up to the present.time the only.Dirac Hamiltonian which possesses 
exact solutions, which reduces to an isotropic.Harmonic .oscillator in 
the non-relativistic limit,. and which has been applied as a nuclear shell 
model is the relativistic equivalent oscillator of Swamy (1). It was 
introduced as a shell model .by Braun and Swamy (2.), who .applied it to 
the study of electron scattering cross sections, and has been used by 
Swamy and Chaffin (3) to .calculate .r.elativistic corrections to Coulomb 
energy estimates. In this chapter, we discuss this Hamiltonian from the 
points of view of grqup. theory and -Lo.rentz invariance. 
The relativistic equivalent oscillator is the Dirac Hamiltonian 
(in units of ft = c = 1) 
or 
with exact solutions 





where Iv Kµ) ---+ FyQ(r) 'X: 
IV-K)J) >- i GJi(r) A.~I<. (3) 
and Fvi(r) is the usual radial wave function for the·non-relativistic 
harmonic oscillator, normalized so that ~ 00(Fvi(r)) 2 r 2 dr = 1. 
The ~ functions are the spherical spinors introduced by 
Biedenharn, Rose, and Arfken (4) 
and E is the energy eigenvalue 
To examine the Lorentz invariance of the above single particle 
equations, one should start from the general form 
l C~·r + p ( ~oC:l + Us(r) + ~A-I Ur) r) + 'ts- ut~( P) 





Here the. U(r) potentials.are the scalar, vector, pseudoscalar, axial 
vector, and tensor type potentials of Dirac theory, and tensor type 
+ µ 5 
potentials of Dirac theory, arid a, S, y, y and crµv are the usual 
4 x 4 Dirac operators, 
That the above form will be Lorentz covariant may be established as 
Dirac did it, or as R, H, ·Good (5) · has shown for the case of electromag-
netic potentials, For that case one has the equation 
6 
(7) 
For Lorentz transformations .which.·.do .not .inv.oJ.v.e: .time .reflections, the 
vector ·potential Aµ behav.es: .as a vector: 
where the . aµ" are .the ..coefficients.. of .. the· Lor.entz.; .t.r.ansf orma tion 
.x µ 
a 





Now Good showed that· all .. 4 by 4. .. ma tr.ices which sa.tisfy .the anticommu-
tation relations of the . y~ . ar.e .equivalent up to a unitary transforms-
tion. Hence, we may choose .to.use.the same gamma.matrices in the 
primed frame as in the unpr.imed frame: 
0 .. (11) 
We require 1/J' (x') to be related· .to 1/J (x) ... by the.· .transformation 
.1/J' (x') = Al/J(x) (12) 
7 
and obtain from equation .(11) using the equations .(8), (9), (10), and 
(12): 
0 (13) 
And then multiplying by -1 fl. : 
0 (14) 
so that covariance is established pr.ov.ided .A-.: satisfies the equation: 
(15) 
Good next showed that fl. matrices.satisfying this condition and corre-
spending to Lorentz transformations do in fact exist. A similar 
demonstration of this was also given by Bjerken and Drell (6). Such 
-+ 
an argument can be giv.en .for equation .(5), including all of the U(r) 
pot.entials, and not just the: vec.tor potentials. 
To give a convincing argument that the Hamiltonian of.equation (1) 
does not violate Lorentz covariance., one should b.e able to .state that in 
a certain reference frame one of·the potentials reduces to the term 
v (r') . \l...., ...., a-, L+\ i I\ er· r , 
lo-· L+ I I (16) 
This reference frame.should be.one in which the motion of the 
nucleus as a whole contributes .v.ery little to the energy. To see this, 
one may follow the presenta.tio.n of Foldy (7). Foldy gave:: .in this paper 
(reference (7)) a derivation. of· a many: .particle: Hamiltonian which was 
consistent with Lorentz invariance up to terms. of order 2 1/c • He 
first started with a z.er.o .. o.rder. Hamiltonian; which: satisf-ied the condi-
tions of invariance under the. Gale.lei group . .,· L.e .. ;,. translational, 
rotational, and chang.e of re.fer.ence. frame invariance •. Fo.:r. the harmonic 
oscillator shell model., we take this' Hamiltonian to be 
8 
H = t'\c~ + 
0 (17) 
where ~ m· I, 
l _,,, 
~ 
rn · r· t L 
M L 
Galelei invariance then follows fr.om. the existence. of. the operators: 
p 
~ 
J + 5. \ L ) 
..... _., 
MR- t P 
which satisfy the conimutation·.r.elations of the. Galelei group. 
(18) 
Next, by requiring that the actual relativistic Hamiltonian H and 
~ 
change of reference frame gene.rat.ors- K could be .expanded in the forms 
1 
H = HO+ H + 
(19) 
Foldy integrated the commutation relations .of the Lor.entz group and 
obtained, up to order 
2 1/c: 
where 
H ,o)= J_ .2. ~ + 1 r,\W L._ 
~ 
U to) - .L 2. ~ ( r - ..... R );i.. - ~ Y'f\oW ~ n 
\'\ 
~ 11n :. internal momentum .of particle n 
w(J) = a ro.tatio.nally .invariant function of 
inter.nal. v.ar.iables only. 
9 
(20) 
Hence, -if the motion of the nucleus as a whole contributes very little 
to the energy, i.e. 
0 
(21) 
Then H is given by the expression 
H::: (22) 
...., 
In obtaining this expression, we have not said that the value of P is 
zet:o, but merely that it is.so small as to contr-ibute. very little to 
the energy of the nucleus. If we tried to say that it was zero, we 
would be subject to the type of objections, based.on the uncertainty 
principle, which were r.aised. by Eddington (8), (10) and answered by 
Dirac, Peierls, and Pryce (9). 
10 
The above results show: that- .;Lt is possible to .cons.ider the total 
energy of the nucleus as being g.iN.en by the sum .of. the- s-ingle particle 
energies of nucleons mo.v.ing .i.n. a. .harmonic osc.illato.r .. well. One can, 
therefore, describe each .nucleon .as. moving a.ccor.ding• to. a D-irac equation, 
and use this Dirac. equation .. to .. obtain. ,a.ingle. particle .. energies. One 
should note that in writing.down equation (6)we have·used 
-+ 
P, the 
momentum of the particle with respect to a reference frame fixed in 
-+ 
space, and not 7T, the. momen.tum. with reference- to- the center of mass, 
in accordance with reference (11). 
By a slight modification- .of- .some arguments. due to Miller (12), we 
would now like to show that the potential of the above .equation (16) 
can be classified as a vector potential. 




is the operation . r. -+ .-r) and total angular momentum 
-+ -+ 1-+ 
J = L + 2 a (24) 
should commute with the Hamiltonian of equation (6). This leads to some 
-+ 
restrictions on the angle dependence of the potentials. U(r). We first 
put 
-+-+-+ "d" 
L = r x p = -i [ ¢ a8 - 8 1 a sin e "'a¢] (25) 
11 
and 
s i ~ e ei cp) (- s ;. () e 
+ A, '¢ 
-cos e e cose e' 
(26) 
A ~ A 
where r, t:1, cf> are the unit .vector.a. of .. the spherical.coo,rdinate system. 
Using the metric in. whl'ch- the.- .z.er.ot~: -comp.onen-t .i1;1,; -pos,itive, one can 
write the vector potential as 
(27) 
From the required commutation o-f 
-+ 
J,. and P with the abo.ve interaction, 
-+ 
we find that U should .. he of the form 
v 
--> ~ Uvr ( ir.) LJ)~) ":: 1 r 
r 
where U (r) is independent of angle. 
v 
(28) 
At this point in these .a,rgumen.t;s one should cons.ide-r· the form of 
our proposed potential of equation (16): 
V ( -'P) - , \ :2.. 4 ~ 0-· l + \ r - ll\ O(r'(' 
I CT·l..-+ 11 
"\1 _..,A o-,Ltl 
L f o-~ r r .. I } 0-· Lr I\ 
~ \ i (3 ~ !\ r~ .. L + \ ii\ Vrr "'r u· 
o I <r· L +I\ 
so that one apparently .. has. a. :vec-tor potential with 





One can, in fact, show that the parity and total angular momentum opera-
tors do commute with the .po.t.ential of equation (16). 
After the arguments .which .led .to the form of: equat-ion .(28), Miller 
considered Hermi ticity :r.equi.remen..ts.... In the.: .cas.es, .. .cons;idered by Miller, 
this leads to the condition that 
.. r( )* r() ._.U .r ,=U r 
.v v 
or that U r (r) is real. v In our case, however,, the inclusion of the 
operator 
cr•L +·1 
1cr·L + 11 
in .. the .po.ten:t::.ial, . p,l.us the: anticommuta-tion relation: 
[ 
o-- L +- \ 
I er· Lt l\ 
..., ....... ] a-. r 
? -+ 
0 (30) 
leads to the opposite conc.lusion, that U r-(r) 
v should be pure imaginary. 
We, therefore, conclude that ,the .potential of eqtJation (16), (which is 
pure imaginary when operating on a solution <I> K.) satisfies v µ 
Hermiticity and hence is not at variance with probability conservation • 
. To summarize, we can .r.ea.son .. that the po.t.en.tia..l .of .equation (16) is 
consistent with the requir.ements .. .of; .Lorentz. covar.iance .provided we 





t '>i;). P, i r _a-_· L_+_1 
r la-· L + I \ (32) 
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Having considered the Hamiltonian of· equation, .(1) from the· point of 
view of- Lorentz covariance, we would now like to .consider its group. 
structure. This analysis .was.done by Chaffin (13), (14), who showed 
that opera tors existed satisfying the Lie Algebr.a: .of ... SO ( 4) ® SU (2) ·and 
commuting with the Hamilt.onian .of. equation (1) .•... Further.more, it was 
shown that this Lie algebr.a . .can .. be .enlarged to,. so.(.4,1)- x SU(2). In 
t}lis thesis we would like ;to po.int out: that this· .Lie Algebra can be 
further enlarged to S.U(.2,2) ® .SU(2) , .. where .... SU(.2.,2) ·. is isomorphic to 
the group which is familiarly .known .a.s the. conformal group. 
The group S0(4) .. is .. the gr.oup of real 4 x 4 orthogonal matrices 
with determinant plus one .•. ·, .The Lie- algebra consists of -six operators 
+ + 
M and J· satisfying the commutation relations 
(33) 
In the case of the realization of this Lie Algebra as a set·of operators 
+ 
commuting with the Hamiltonian .of equation·. (1)., .the .J operators are 
simply the total angular.momentu~ operators 
+ + 1+ 
~ = L + - o (34) 2 
+ 
so that the Hamiltonian .is .. r.o.tationally invariant •. The . M operators 





This M operator is an operator which converts one. state <l>vkµ of a 
given energy level into a linear combination of states <f>v'k'µ' of the 
same energy level. It .was constructed in two steps: .(1) first finding 
+ 
the matrix elements of Q, . .and (.2) .second constructing an operator 
which depends on n, n+ .. and . l. and has the .correct matrix elements for 
+ 
the M operators of the .. SO (4) . group, These latter matrix elements 
were determined by Pauli (15). 
+ 
The M operator is .responsib~e for the high degree .of degeneracy 
(higher than the 2j +" .].. . f.old. degeneracy of the· .rotation .group) which 
the Hamiltonian possesses •. This degeneracy is given by 
d 2(n + l)(n + 2) (37) 
..... n .= 0,1,2,,,, 
A factor of two in this degeneracy is accounted for by.a degeneracy with 
respect to the sign of kappa, aswe ca:n see from equation (5), This is 
15 
where we get the SU(2) s.ubgroup of the invariance, .group .. · S0(4) ® SU(2). 
The oper~tors corresponding to.this. SU(2) are given by 
where 
and 
X I ~. T"-
1 = "1-H~- W\il.,_ v t) 
X X a-· L+ l 
;2. := i If~ Ju• L-f I \ 
x = p~ c;. L. + J 
3 r /cr,L+ll 
· · T2 · . O"~L + 1 cr•.b ·.= .a•,p + iA O"•r -----
lcr·L + ·11 
SK ... sign of kappa 
+ + + 
(38) 
(39) 
The above X operators commute .with H, M, and.J, .. as they should to 
form the SU(2) part o.f. .. the Lie algebra of the S0(4) @ SU(2) 
invariance group. 
If we consider oper.ationswhich convert .a.state .function of on~ 
energy level. into linear .. combinations of other ener.gy. .levels, and try 
to enlarge the Lie algebr.a .of. .the invariance gr.cup. to include this type 
of non-invariant· opet:ator,: it is .poasible to find- .the Lie algebra of 
80(4,1) ® SU(2). One obta.ins the operator 
16 
where ·O• o.. 
in addition to the operators 
-+ -+ 
N = -i[M,T] (41) 
These operators complete the Lie algebra of 80(4,1), and allow the 
non-invariance group 80(4,1) ~ SU(2) to be formed. 
All of the above group theory of the oscillator Hamiltonian of 
equation (1) was presented in the author's MS thesis. We would like to 
point out the possibility of a further enlargement of the non-invariance 
group. 
One should first, .however, make note of the following isomorphisms 
80(4) - (SU(2) ® SU(2))/z2 ~ 
80(4,.1) - Sp(2,2)/z2 .. (42) = 
80(4.,.2). - SU(2,2)/Z2 = 
These isomorphisms can be demonstrated by using the methods of Talman 
(16) or Esteve and Sona (17). They become particularly relevant when 
17 
one considers the actual representations realized by the solutions of 
the Hamiltonian of equation (1). These representations correspond to 
(j 1 , j 2) = (O, l>, <l, 1), <t, 1}, (1, ~), • where jl and j 2 





v + 11<.\- I 
:;_ ' (45) 
Since jl is integral when j 2 is half integral, 'ie are considering 
double valued representations of 80(4) (see Talman, reference (16)). 
Hence it is a little more accurate to call the invariance group as 
(SU(2) ® SU(2)) ® SU(2) instead of. 80(4) ©SU(2). This is possible 
since the Lie algebras of thes two groupe are the same-, but the global 
groups are not isomorphic hut homomorphic. Similarly, it is more 
accurate to say that the non-invariance group is Sp(2,2) (8) SU(2). 
In the notation of 
II 
Strom (18), it (+) is the n1 1 . representation of 
the 1 + 4 de Sitter group's Lie algebra which i~'~ealized in the 
present problem. The representations of this group, which is locally 
18 
isomorphic to Sp(2,2) and S0(4,l), were first classified by Dixmier 
(19). However, when he gave the matrix elements of the .Lie algebra, he 
used the basis corresponding .to .the decomposition .of the . S0(4) sub-
group into the direct product of two SU(2) groups. · In other words, he 
used the representation .space .. H given by the direct sum of represen-
tation spaces Hk,k' for the (2k + 1)(2k'+ 1) dimensional represen-
tations of S0(4): 
.H=2 Et)R' 
. 'k,k' -lt,k 
StrSm (18) was the fii"st to .transf.orm the basis to .. the .basis corre-
2 spending to eigenfunctions of the .J, J operators, which is the z 
(46) 
basis corresponding to the. ~vkµ functions. ·Hence; we prefer to use 
his notation, since it enables a more direct comparison of the present 
problem with the .representation theory. 
II 
In Strom's notation., the representations ar.e classified into two 
classes, the continuous class .of. representations ~~beled v and r, cr 
the discrete class + -TI . ·r TI .~ and TI Q" r,q r,q r• The representations 
\) 
r; cr 
are characterized by a parameter, cr, which can take on values in a 
semi-infinite interval, and by a discrete parameter r. Fradkin and 
Kiefer (20) showed that the v1 representation is realized by the 
- cr 
solutions of the Dirac .CoulomS'problem. The TI. .type representations 
are characterized by the discrete parameters r and q, which satisfy 
the following restrictions:. 
i) for 1 3 r =I, 1, I, 2, ••• and q ..., r, r-1, 1, ••• 1 
1 or I where r ..;:_ n > q, r = min(k + k') 
1 3 ii) for TI r = -2, 1, -2 , 2, ••• and q = r, r-1, ••• 1 r,q 
1 or 2 where r.: -n.: q,. r = min(k + k') 
iii) for TI r,o' r = 1,2,3, ••• q = O, 2k = 2k' > r. 
The Lie algebra of SU(2,2) consists of 15 generators, whereas 
Sp(2,2) and 50(4,1) have 10 generators. We have already remarked 
19 
that Sp(2,2) and 80(4,1) have the same Lie algebra, and .that due to 
the actual values of (j 1 , j 2) realized by the pr.oblem,. it is better 
to call the invariance group. as 8p(2,2) ® 8U(2). The group 8U(2,2) 
is the group of 4 x 4 complex matrices which leave invariant the 
form 
(47) 
If we also require invariance of. .the bilinear form 
we get the.subgroup Sp(2,2). 
Again, the group. 8U.(.2,.2.) .... has 15 generators, :whereas. Sp(2,2) and 
80(4,1) have 10. The .gener.ator.s .of .. 8U.(,2,2) were labeled .by Yao (21) 
-+- -+-
as J, K, P+' P_, Q+' Q_, 8+' 8_, T+' T_, R0 · and-the generators of 
8p(2,2) were 
(48) 
To enlarge this to 80(4,2). or . 8U(2,2) one must .add .the operators 
(49) 
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By examining the matrix elements which Yao gives,·it is .possible to 
correspond his operator.s . to .the ones· we have been .us.ing • We find: 
p~ + (!)_ --, N3 + T 
p_ + Q~ ---=,, -N3 +T 
S+-T- ~ N+- (50) 
-.S +T - + ~ N-
By looking at these relations., .. i.t is: pos.sible to change some signs in 
+ 
the expressions for the operators . N.. and T . and cqme up with the 
extra operators of SU(2,.2.) .•.. One can further. check on this enlargement 
by studying the irreducible r.epr.es.enta.t.ions class.ified by Yao, and find 
that there is a rept"esentation o.f. the E"."' ·series .which corresponds to 
the actual states x-ealized in .this .. pr.oblem. Hence,. we have an 
SU(2,2) ~ SU(2) non-invariance group for the relativistic equivalent 
oscillator. 
Although thi"1 Hamiltonian .in .. spherical coordinates .. has been useful 
in some nuclear applications, .. it is, however, not .suitable as a model 
for fission studies. The .relativistic equivalent oscillator in cylin-
drical coordinates, which .is .really suited for this work, will form the 
content of the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
A RELATIVISTIC -EQUIVALENT OSCILLATOR 
.IN.CYLINDRICAL.COORDINATES 
Having discussed the invariance and non-invariance properties of 
the relativistic equivalent oscillator ,.in spherical coordinates in the 
previous chapter, we now introduce .a relativistic equivalent oscillator · 
in cylindrical coordinates •.. After discussing the non-relativistic 
harmonic oscillator in cylindrical coordinates, we will examine the 
·, 
relativistic equivalent oscillator, and then the corresponding two 
center models. These latter two, .center models are .useful .in the calcu-
lation of shell corrections .to .. fission barriers, as we shall see in 
later chapters. 
The three dimensional, .isotropic harmonic oscillator .Hamiltonian: 
(1) 
leads .in .cylindrical coordinates . (p, .¢.,. -z.) .... to .the equation 
which is of the separable _type . (see Fong (1) ). •. . Th~ solutions are 
(3) 
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and the quantum numbers p,. m,. nz . take .on the values 
p = o, 1, 2, . 
m = O, +1, ±2, 
.. n :::; o, 1, 2, • • • 
z 





and there exists a transformation .which .giv.es the solutions .in cylindri-
cal coordinates as an expansion.in .terms of spherical coordinates 
solutions for the same energy and m .value •. We give the .first few of 
these expansions in Table 1. 
The relativistic equivalent .os.cillator. Hamiltonian .in cylindrical 
coordinates, which has been intr.oducedby .Swamy and .Chaffin (2), is 
given by 
(10) 
For m > 0 it has the solutions 
-JA~~r+M+\ FyM~UYtc 
o/.l+) = -.,J3.At ,Jni + l · fr rr..+ 1 ¢""-+1 Ll~t I I 
~.2 E ( 1:- Mo ) I (11) 0 
(E-M6)r;,M+\ ~M~ I L-tnl 
and 
-,Jx "LJV\~+ t • Frrv\ ~M uV\t: 
~{+) 2AitJ f+Mt-\ Fy 'ff\1- \ ¢Mt I LAn2 + I 
·-·' 
2 
(E -Mo) Ip M $'°" U. ni+ I ~ ;}f. l£-~b) (12) 
0 J 
with energy eigenvalue 
(13) 
Level 
n = 0 
n = 1 
n = 2 
TABLE I 
SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES 
BASIS FUNCTIONS 
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For fixed values of p, m, n, the above two solutions are linearly z 
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independent. However, there exist two mo.r.e forms which are .not linearly 








(E + ~() ') Fp,m~\ ¢~+1 t..tfl;+ I 
- .2 Ai ,J p tM+\ Fp M ¢~ Util+ I ~o'.2 E ( f +VV'o) 
J2' ~ i AJ ()l + \ Fp ftl.t 1 ¢ tl\+I tAne 
{ ~ -+-M6) FFM_. ¢'M. I.At'\t 
0 
r;:;, ' \ , F 1. 1 .2 £ ( f -t-fV\) 
N ~ t., ,.\ "'r'\~,+ \' f M. If""" L.lnz+ I N 
e2: A ,.J p+~+ 1 Pp M+I ~Mt\ 14.(le-





:.2 l A A} f + ' F'P fl"/\ I cp M. LA Y\ ~ 
-Ji~ AiJ Y\tt-\ Fp+l,IM-1-1 ¢M+I Ll.rii+ I 
0 
(F--~o) ~+l)i"'/-1 rl'\ U r 't;+\ ~ 
-~~A ~nl+ I' Fp 1~1 ¢"' U.t1~ 
- :? i' ~ ~ f + 1' 1r+ 1, ,~1-1 ¢,..._+1Llni.i- \ 








For all four solutions the energy eigenvalue is given by 
The validity of the above solutionsmay be demonstrated by using the 
following ladder relations: 
[~ - f-~f1~A"' -:2AJp+,4fl'fp1-<t+I 










[~- ; +//' 1~,<.\ = -.2Arfp Fp-1J-'-t+I (25) 
[~ + 1->.f 1Fr,,. 2>.,Jr+1 Fj,+1,A-I (26) 
( ef% +)., 2 -e) U Y\e- =- ;µ' A ~ Utt~ - I (27) 
(28) 
Having introduced the above relativistic equivalent oscillator in 
cylindrical coordinates, the next formal step would be to consider the 
form of the potential and proceed to classify it according to trans-
formation properties urtder the Lorentz group. We find that we can write 
equation (10) in the form 





~ .:; a 
~ 
0 
Thus, we apparently hav.e .a ,v.ector potential Al,i . plus. a pseudo scalar 
(29) 
(30) 
potential U • However,. prcoblems arise when we consider the restric-ps 
tions which the commutation .of parity and total angular momentum place 
upon these potentials (see Miller, reference (3)). These restrictions 
are found to be that the .pseudoscalar. type potentials must vanish, and 
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the vector type potentials have.to be of the form 
uo + (r) = 0 r 
(31) 
-~r + " U (r) ·U (r) = r v v 
The potentials we have here .obv.iously violate this and it .is not sur ... 
+ 
prising that we find that .. J does not commute with them. 
If a Hamiltonian used .. to,.describe a problem possessing spherical 
symmetry violates this symmetry, a modification of this can at times be 
made to conform to spherical symmetry. Briefly, what we propose to do 
is to: 1) Perform a Foldy-,Wouthuysen transformation on the Hamiltonian 
of equation-(10), 2) Identify ,any terms which violate spherical 
symmetry, and 3) Add the negative of such terms to the Dirac Hamil-
tonian of equation (10) •. Such .a .procedure will be valid only in cases 
where a Foldy-Wouthuysen type expansion is valid. This will be the case 
in nuclei, since it is known thatrelativistic corrections are but a few 
per cent •. We will discuss this procedure in detail in a later chapter. 
We have already r:emarked .. that the angular momentum bperators do 
not commute with equation (10).. llence, we might expect an unusual type 
of invariance group to be. present •. By inspecting the -energy eigenvalue 
of equation (20), valid for· m < O,. we see that this eigenvalue is 
independent of m. Hence the degeneracy of the energy levels will be 
infinite. There is a theorem .in .. gr.oup. .theor.y which states that 
irreducible unitary representations of a group are finite if and only if 
the group is compact (see F.r.onsdal .(4).). Hence, unless this is an 
exceptian to the theorem, .we should expect the invariance group to be 
non-compact, hence it cannot be .SU(3), S0(4), etc. 
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The solutions to two center oscillator Hamiltonian in one 
dimension were first given .by Merzbacher in the first edition of his 
Quantum Mechanics (5). .T.he solutions for the -three dimerts.ional problem 
were given by references (6) . .and (7). This two center oscillator 
Hamiltonian is given by 
(31) 
For z0 = 0 it reduces to equation (1), while for z0 -,;.o the potential 
is that of two harmonic oscillator wells separated by 2z0 and joined 
in a cusp. The problem is still of the separable type, and remarkably 
enough, it still possesses exact solutions, Only the. z part of the 
solution changes, and this solution is given by 
Here D 
n z 
(x) is Weber's parabolic cylinder function, given by 
"'~h.. - xyl./ [ r (i) ~ (-i ..1.., l. xi) 
J e r ( /-;~) I I :J. (\~ 1 j_) ~ 
r (- ~ ) _ ( , nit 3 . .l- 2 )J 
r{-!°"i) 'Fi ;;. ' .).. i ;;. x 
n is a non.,-integral quantum number determined by z 
(32) 
(33) 
requiring U (z) and its fir.st derivative to be continuous at z = O. 
n 
z 
This leads to the conditions 
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(odd parity) (34) 
(even parity) (35) 
Having given the solutions to the above non-.relativistic problem, 
we would now like to introduce ·.the two..,center relativ:i:stic equivalent 
o sc illa tor in cylindrical .coord.ina tes. This Hamiltonian is: 
(36) 
A typical solution is given by .the same fo.rmula.s as equa.t-ions (11)-(19), 
with u (z) replaced by. the .. U (.z) of equatJ..on (32), and n by 
n n z z z 
the corresponding quantum number. 
However, this gives a solution only when U (z) has odd parity 
n z 
(unless z0 = O). To get an even function of z in the upper component, 
we must use u 1· n -z 
For instance, equation (11) must be written as 
-_) Al ,J r+~t l FrM ¢M Un~-, 
-$1\~·~ fp'f"..t-t¢.,,.,~1 u~2 
0 
(37) 
(E-"1,) F,,/,,f I ~,._. I LJ o,- I 
The reason for the above dif.f.e.r.ence between odd par:ity and even parity 
cases is related to the discontinuity of the potent-ial of equation (36) 
at z = O. 
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II For the case of the one dimensional Schrodinger equation, one knows 
that 
Xo+6 
-s ~ [V1x)-1:1fixiJx 
(38) 
x0-E 
For reasonably well behaved .p0;tentials, including the potential of 
equation (31), the integral on the right of this equation is zero. 
Hence, the derivative of the wavefunction must be continuous. 
For the case of the above Dirac equation 
(39) 
We obtain this since the derivative of the step function 
l ~ 0 
(40) 
gives the Dirac delta function: 
(41) 
For the case where U (z) . is zero .at . z . .=; -0, i.e. for non-relativistic 
n 
z 
solutions of odd parity, the right hand side of equation (39) is zero. 
Hence, components containing these odd functions of. z (for which 
Dn (- v'2t..z0) = O) will be continuous and have continuous derivatives. 
z 
However, where even functions.of z .which are not zero at z = 0 are 
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involved, the Dirac equation.requires a discontinuity of the derivative 
at z = o. 
Care is needed in constr.ucting the relativistic solutions, · in order 
to avoid a discontinuous wavefunction. The Dirac equation requires the 
wavefunction to be continuous; .. .i.t .is. only the .der,iva.t.ive which may 
possibly be discontinuous in a given component.· This is the reason for 
the statement made earlier, that, .to get an .even function of z in the 
upper component, one must .use U ... 1.(z). n -
If one tr.ied to use U (z), 
n 
z 




occuring in the second .component would be discontinuous at z = O, and 
hence, we would get a wrongwavefunction. 
A question arises, .. however., .at this .point, whether a discontinuity 
of the derivative of the .wavefunction might not be inconsistent with its 
h i 1 . i I h f .h S h 11d . . p ys ca 1nterpretat on •.... n .t e .. case o t e c ro 1nger -equation, one 
knows the probability current density to be 
J-;, ~ {~ 4 9 7/1- 1./J .$- 'v 1-V~ ) 
;;. (Y\ l i 
(42) 
f = 7-V*o/ 
In that case, the discontinuity ,of the wav.efunction would imply a 
discontinuity in the pr.obability current density, and the continuity 
equation 
-,. 
7· j (43) 
would be violated. However, .for the Dira.c. equation .the cur.rent density 




so that r is not proportional to the derivative of ~ and the physi-
cal interpretation is consistent. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SHELL CORRECTIONS IN FISSION THEORY 
The liquid drop model. -of-nuclear: fission,. introduced:by Bohr and 
Wheeler (1) and by Frenkel .(2). .is known to provide:.a. satisfactory 
description of the process ,at,-high excitation energies·, when fluctuation 
effects associated with .. the presence. of shell structure in the nuclei 
can be neglected. 
The semi-empiricaLmass formula contains .. three terms which come 
from the liquid drop model. The first is the volume energy, i.e. the 
average energy due to bonds between nucleQns.This .term gives the nucleus 
the right .density but.does .not control its extent. The second and third 
terms are the Coulomb energy of the uniformly charged'droplet, and the 
surface energy. - The surface energy is the de.er.ease in binding energy 
due to the presence of .... unsatur.a.ted -bonds-- formed by nucleons at the 
surface;. When we consider deformations of the 0 nucleus which occur 
during fission, one usually .. considers that the volume energy does not 
depend on the nuclear .sh11pe,. Le •• nuclear matter. is incompressible. 
Thus, the Coulomb and .surf.ace .ener.gies are re&ponsible- for. :the change in 
energy of the charged drop at various deformations, that is, they define 
the potential energy surface •. At high excitation energies, these terms 
give a satisfactory descr.iption of. the fission process. 
For low excitation energies:, theoretical studies have shown that 
single particle effects can be employed very successfully in the 
37 
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explanation of the failures of the liquid drop model. It was known for 
some time that.these si,Q.gle par'!:icle effects could be qualitatively 
connected with the observed· characteristics of mass and energy distri-
butions. However, before the work of Strutinsky (3), it was not clear 
how to quantitatively .calculat.e the· change in potential energy due to 
these single particle .effects .•. Consequently, it· .was even more uncertain 
as to what these shell effects .wo.u'ld di:> to inertial .. par.ameters and the 
dynamics of the fission process. 
In this chapter, we discuss .the .shell corrections, .. and ,in partic~-
lar the various models based' upon: .the two center oscillator· Hamiltonian. 
This two center model remains applicable for large separations of the 
two centers, i.e. for large .def.or.mations and· then,·.even ... for. the asympto-
tic limit of two.fragments separated to infinity.· It .is.advantageous to 
consider relativistic extensions .. of .. the two-,center .models, since we 
would like to find out if relativistic corrections.become larger at 
large deformations. 
In Strutinsky' s method, ... one. calculates the, shell corrections for 
an N-particle nucleus via .. the .equation: 
N N 
A l:.s c. ( N) -=- ; G. _ r f { h ) d V) (1) 
Here, the summation is over the .. single particle· energies. of. the filled 
levels of the shell model, .and. the integration is over ,a smooth function 
7(n) that specified the .average behaviour of the .single par.ticle energy 
as a function of particle number n •... In the .. method, of evaluation 
discussed by Bolsterli, et al •. (4), we find this smooth function by 
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expanding the Dirac delta function in a series of He1'mite.polynomials, 
and retaining the first· five or'six terms only.· Th~s; we have: 
c<) a:iO ,::z 60 
J.. t d 1 (.\,) c:o ~ '[ e- <-(~ [ Cm 1-1 .... I u,,J 
1 n::\ d j\;j M"=O . 




0 7 (3) 
and u V\ ::. - (4) 
If we retain only the first .six terms in the sum .. over m, we get the 
smooth level density, and the result 
N ~ - -~: 5 6(1s)dV\ = t {_;t..,[1+~t1,1.n-Ay.e 
-0 n:1 
- ,l,f e- u,ft1 c."'Ji O H._ ( Lf11) + f 11 ~-t"-J~,,) 
+ "" 1 I-IW\-;l c [r") 1 j 
Here 
where X is the Fermi energy. 
In Figure 1 we show a plot.of the potential energy in MeV as a 




this curve is obtained from.the liquid drop.model. ·The small wiggles 
near zero deformation ar.e obtained using:.the shell .and pair.ing correc-
240 tions of Strutinsky (4). The-.. · Pu nucleus is deformed in the ground 
state, as we can see fr.om .the .minimu.m in. the .c.urve just·. to· the right of 
the zero deformation line •. The second minimum to .the right of the zero 
deformation line is predicted,by the shell eorrection theory, and its 
existenc;e · is experimentall,y:,.confirmed via shape isomer.s, the energy 
dependence of the cross section for.induced fission (see Figure 2), 
and by the angular distr.ibution of F.ission fragments as .interpreted in 
terms of A.age Bohr I s channel .theory .of fission (6) • · 
In Figure 3 we show two hypothetical-plots of energy levels of 
bound nuclei. The arrows .. point out the Fermi .level. In the case shown 
on the left the density of .levels is small near the Fermi level, while 
in the other case it is lar.ge •.. The former case. will correspond to a 
decrease in the potential ener.gy caused by the small level density, i.e. 
the nucleus with the level .scheme shown on the left will bellmore bound" 
than the one ort the right. 
Before Strutinsky introduced his shell correction, it seemed to be 
undisputed.that any quantum shell effect decreased with increasing 
deformation and therefore .could not play any significant rble at the 
large deforlll8tions which take place in the fission process. However, 
Strutinsky introduced the definition of a magic nucleus .as being one 
which has the lowest density (among its neighbors) of levels near the 
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Barrier Was Postulated. The intermediate 
structure of the 240pu reaction is now 
well correlated with the energy level 
density in the second well. (After 
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Figure 3. Single Particle Energy Levels in a Bound Nucleus 
becomes evident that shell effects do not vanish in deformed nuclei. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4, a plot of some hypothetical energy 
levels versus deformation. The illust.ration has circles· in it showing 
regions of low level density. It is evident that nuclei with Fermi 








Figure 4. A Hypothetical Level Scheme 
· Showing Regions with Low 
Level Density with 
Circles. 
From the above discussion, we see that in order to estimate shell 
corrections to the potential energy surface, one needs a model which 
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gives energy levels as a function .of def or-mat ion. .The .V!ar.ious models 
inclu<;le parametrizations.based.upon.Woods.Saxon.wells:, one.center 
oscillator wells, and two. center oscillator wells.. We _will restrict 
our discussion to the oscillator.models. 
The original one .center. .os.cillator. model for def.o_rmed nuclei was 





For Wx = WY r Wz' we have .axially .symmetric deformations of the type 
considered by B. Nilsson .. {8) • . In this case one .may .wr.i te .. the potential, 
including a term proportional to P4 (cos8) as 
\J = ; -1( t.J Ct,t~ )f"{I- 3 f P;,(~1 ~> ~ )+-J €'1 P'I ce 1 q, S)] 
- "h WO I,( [ o)_J,, S + fo (.), ::1_ <-e 'a./5J_,e,/I) J (8) 
where s, n, z; are the llstr.etched" .. coordinates: 
~ xW 1\1 x 
1l - y~M;-il Xiy - (9) -
5 l~ Jv\. w~ 
,..., 
1\1- ~ N\ 
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and we have added a term 
(10) 
which keeps the Pv2 term from reducing the shell spacing (the separa-
tion between the average energies of shells N and N + 1). 
In this model, one determines the oscillator constant w as a 
function of the deformation parameters e and e4 by imposing the 
condition of constant volume. , .That ,is, since nuclear matter has a low 
compressibility and since .nuclear .. f.or.ces. have short range, we can 
determine w by requiring the v:olume enclosed by the-equipotential 





In order to find the .energy levels of a nucleus .as a function of 
the above e and \ deformation parameters, one must d-iagonalize the 
matrix of the Hamiltonian star.ting from the basis for the isotropic 
harmonic oscillator. The ap.plication of· the results of such a 
calculation to shell corrections has been reported by Nilsson et al. 
(9). 
The two center oscillator Hamiltonian 
(12) 
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has exact solutions for all values of z0 , aswas.diseussed-in Chapter 
3. It has been introduced as a model for. obtaining shell corrections by 
i 1 (lo 14) i l h "1.-..... s d -,z f Gre ner et a • - . • One .s mp: y .co.pies t e 11.. an . -11.. . terms o 





Here \ describe the.angular momenta .w~th respect to the two 
centers at z = -z0 and .. z =- z0 ,respectively. We add these extra 
terms :;l.n order to obtain the corr.ect energy level schemes at z = 0 0 
and that is ,to .match· .the known spins and parities of nuclei. 
As in the Nilsson mo.de+, one determines w (or. A)- .by the condi-
tion of constant volume.. However, in this model, contrary to the 
Nilsson model, the conserv.ation of the ·volume of any one equipotential 
does not lead to the same . . w as another equipotential. Several 
prescriptions have therefor.e .been tr.ied, including ,.conser,vation of the 
volume enclosed by the equipotential at the nuclear stir.face. However, 
in spite of the uncertainties in w arising from this source, it has 
been found that calculated energy lev:els are rather. insensitive to the 
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CHAPTER V 
THE MODEL BASED ON,THE DIRAC EQUATION 
In Chapter III we introduced, .a, .relativi:s,tic·, equivalent oscillator 
in cylindrical coordinates, and- extended it.· to a two center model. We 
mentioned the fact that for z = 0 0 the Hamiltonian did not possess 
spherical symmetry, and suggested a procedure to correct this. This 
procedure, which makes use of the Foldy-Wouthuysen .transformation, will 
be discussed in this chapter, and the details of- the model for calcu-
lating the energy levels of- the deformed nucleus will.be discussed. 
When one applies theFoldy Wouthuysen transformation to the 
Hamiltonian 
(1) 
one gets, correct to order l/m0 
We .notice that, in addition .to the. rest mass-and isotropic harmonic 
oscillator terms, we have additional .terms which cause .splittings 
between states with differ.ent m. values. For states,,belonging to the 
same j ,9.. values, this s.plitting is a violation of spherical symmetry, 
and should not occur at z0 = O. 
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In order to remedy .this .situation, the following· .pr.escription is 
proposed. In the first .step, ... we,.wr.ite. down the .. new: D.ir.ac equation 
With the new term includ.ed, ..... t;.he. . .F.old.y. .... Weu.thuysen, .transformation to 
order 1/m0 gives 
~'F"-l -:::. f3 M• t...1 .+- /J:j ..L ( r?-+ >.. '+i r2.) + 1_::fd )? {~cl ~a: 
I · ;.. Mo I ..:2, "' 0 c 'l. ~ 
(4) 
For positive energy states,. we put, P:r = -1-, and in .. this:. non-relativis-
tic limit· the spherical symmetr.y, is restored.: However, .in higher 
order; there still exist terms .violating spherical; .symmetry, and these 
must also be removed if we are .t.o; ,calculate the relativistic corrections 
When we do the Foldy-Wouthuysen transfor.mation to order 
(5) 
We will discuss the removal .of :the,.contri'butions of .the -objectionable 
terms in this expression, which .. is, the second step in the .prescription, 
after we get the solutions for the Hamiltonian of equation (3). 
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In matrix form, we may.write .equation (3) as: 
t-llud - E :. 
0M0c}-£ - ~;z (Li+~~) Q ~c-li (fll)t Cp,c lfy )~+->..111,ftx-y 
O m /-E - (~ h..-f't) er,. ..;ty 'I:-+->..\,. W,.-y) -fl c - i':>.. ~ i!-
r~c. ~ t~2({e,)~ (r~-1r~)ct-t((t~-1'x7) -~c.~E+:~:i:)(~+f,l;) 0 
0 -"M c?--t-i-)?{~c)(L-~~) 
C M C, 2 1.-
0 
Due to the nature of the ter.m :we ,add .. to .. the.llamilton.i.an: of- equation (1) 
to get equation (3), the. for.m .. of .. the· solutions of equation (3) can be 
deduce.d from those of equation (1): 
ct Fp...,. ¢~ 1..triz--
( 1-1µ.r r) ¥ +) ( ~ -£ ) b Fr"'+ , ¢>., 1- l ~t , 
C F, IV) q)°N\ t;t ~i + I 
~ fp,MH ~M .... I t..iY\-t 
0 
(7) 
Combining equations (6) and (7); one gets equations .to solve for a, b, 
c, d and a secular .determinant of order 4 to solve for the energy 








!)€ NOt-\ = [ r l'l'o "~ <1 ~~ 1: .. -i lJ~ilK Ytr·~ ·! )-E j .. ~ ·~~1! 
0 
It is possible to check these .. s.o.lut.ions by: another· method.;i' which is the 
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian .of. equation (3:). in.~the· basis of the 
solutions of equation .(!) .•.. The same '2nswers result • 
. · ..... On~ notices that, ,at. H .. r.st: sight,· there appears to be. a zero point 
energy of ~ ){w in equaticm, .(8). , However, when. one. considers the 
nonrelativistic limits .. of.· the .expressions (8) through. (13), one finds 
that the actual zero point: ~ner.gy. is ~ ){w. Part of this comes from 
the x in equation (8) •... For. the upper sign .in .front of·. x, we get. 
7 
2 ·){w, and we find that b .is much.larger.than· a, c, or.d. Hence, in 
the non-relativistic limit, the upper sign corresponds. to a spin down 
solution •.. Since m + ! ... and .. nz .+ .l . ·occ.ur: .. in the.; .second: .component of 
.. 7 · 3 
the solutions, the 2 ){w .r.eally corresponds to 2 $w. For the lower 
sign we get spin up solutions .. with .the. correct zer.o. point energy. 
We return now to. the .removal· ,of the terms which violate spherical 
(14) 
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Comparing this equation with .. the: Foldy-Wouthuys·en· transformation of 




where E is as in equation (8). 
Having found a spher.ically symmetric Hamil.to.nian to .this order, 
the next step is to consider. z0 .r{:. O •.. ·· One finds that: the same proce-
dure as above may be followed ... : ... To get a level ordering scheme that 
gives the correct spins.and parities of nuclei for z0 = O, one adds the 
terms 
(17) 
to the .. above Hamiltonian, .. .and .. uses. .numerical. diagonali.zation of large 
matrices .to obtain the new.eigenvalues. 
The relativistic pr.oblem .. differs from the non-relativistic one 
solved by Greiner, Scharnweber,.: Mosel (1) in that: .it .is. necessary to 
include the negative ener.gy ... solutions. in· the basis: of the matrix 
element·s. 
. ~~ -tz 
There are non!-,vaniahing, matrix elenien.ts· of. ·. Jl..s and Ji 
between .positive and negative energy states~ 
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"t ...,,. ..,. 2 
The matrix elements of x.. s and JI, can be calculated easily 




Figure 5. Energy Levels Calculated via the Present Model 
To apply the above results to the calculation of the shell 
correction, one needs to put the .volume conservation conditions to 
determine the oscillator constant, and. use the- ·linear relations 
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discusse.d in Chapters IV and III.<to .get mu and· kappa'.' The energy levels 
which result for a nucleus- in, the. lead. ,r.egion, caiculated, by..·diagonaliza-
tion of a 224 by 224 matrix" are shown in Figuie. $.-., , The subrouti.ne 




D. Scharnweber, W. Greiner . .,. U. Mosel, Nuclear.: .Physics A164, p. 257 
(1971). -
G. W. Stewart, Communica.tions."of. the Assoc.iation:: for Computing 




In the first part of this- work, we·' discussed .. the, relativistic 
covariance properties of the Dirac. equation,.and-f.ound that the 
relativistic equivalent oscillator.in,spherical coordinates. corresponded 
to a Hermitian operator, which ,was introduced. as, a .four':"'vector in 
the Dirac equation. We.·.discuss.ed,.the group theory.of· the equivalent 
oscillator, following the,.wo.rk. of. Chaff.in. ,{l) .• ·. We. thenc. .. gav:e' an enlarge-
ment of the .non-invariance group. to .. SU (2, 2) x SU(2) •.. A,.representation 
in·the E series of Yao ... (2) was. found. to be .applicable.to·. the problem. 
When we discussed the.equiv:alent osci.llator in.cylindrical coordi-
.. nat.es, it was found that .. cei:tain .. modi.fications . .were,,.necess.a~y to satisfy 
the, relativistic covariance .r.equirements ... ·. We. £.irst performed a Foldy-
Wouthuysen transformation .. of .. the.Hami.ltonian, and identified the terms 
which violated spherical .symmetr.y when z0 .=. O. We-.then subtracted 
these .tei:ms from the Dirac .Hainiltonian .. to. obtain .the new inodel. In the 
actual .calculations, we .did .. these .. subtractions, ,through .thir.d order in 
l/m0 • They could, in principle,. be .carried out .to·.higher. ·.order, al-
though the extreme relativistic .. limit (v = c) could .not, .be treated by 
this expansion method. 
In Chapters III and .IV .. we .dil:lcussed. the. s.t:rutinsky ... shell correction 
method (3).. This method .. applies shell .mod.el energy .levels to calculate 
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changes in the potential energy surface of a nucleus ... due to a high or 
low density of levels near the :-Fermi level, and provides a necessary 
clue to the interpretation. of many recent exper.imental. results. One 
version.of calculation .relies .on the two center model of·Greiner, Mosel, 
and Holzer (4). 
This .method uses .a .. z.ero--or.d.er.-.. two center oscillator Hamiltonian 
which.possesses exact.solutions.forall values of the separation of the 
two centers. The zero .. order .Hamiltonian must be modified to give a 
level ordering for z0 .=. .O .. which matches .. the spins .. and .. parities of 
known nuclei, according .to -the shell model •. This is done by adding 
spin orbit and orbital .angular. momentum squared type .. terms to the 
zero order Hamiltonian,. in accordance with the method of Nilsson (5). 
When we developed .the .two center Dirac equation,.which had exact 
solutions for all values .of .. the separations of the two· .. centers, it was 
found that the potential .became .discontinuous .at - .z .=. 0 . for non-zero 
separations of the two centers of attraction •. This led to different 
n quantum numbers from the .non-,r.elativist.ic. case •.... For .. odd functions 
z 
of z, the condition for. determining.· nz was found to· .be the same in 
the relativistic case as in the .. non-.r.elativistic case·,. this condition 
being 
Dn (-,/z),z0) = O. 
z 
For even functiens ·of. z,. - .it was found that. while the .non..,relativistic 
condition was 
I 
;~ii (-;/.z),zo) = o, 
z 
the relativistic condition was that n z should ·.be· an od4 parity n z 
value minus one. This led .to.a different·behaviour of·the equivalent 
oscillator solutions.from .the non-.relativistic·oscl.llator solutions 
for z0 greater than zero. 
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Since a deformed nucleus, has· .different properties fr.om· a spherical 
nucleus, one might expect .. the contributions of relativistic· corrections 
to be larger. In recent -y:ears .the . theor.y of· nuclear matter has been 
developed, and has shown .that.the mean free·.pa.th· of nucleons in nuclear 
matter is long compared .to the· size ..of real nuclei. .. This is. one reason 
for the failure of the -liquui drop.model, since·molecules in a liquid 
have a short mean free .path.. If ... one considers the .. constriction of the 
neck which occurs in nuclear: fission,· and the resulting --~ons.triction of 
the equipotentials, one ,might expect this constriction to·..J!push11 nu-.. . 
cleans along, and lead .in.some.fashion to .larger relativ:istic correc-
tions than those occuring in spherical nuclei. It is tempting to 
identify the effects of our discontinuous potential .at z = 0 with 
these constriction of .the .neck.type effects. 
Ht>w~ver, as z0 approached infinity, it·is found .that the ls 
level with an even function .in .the upper component approached 1 - ~w 2 
in energy. To get a proper asymptotic value of we apparently 
need a new zero order Hamiltonian. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROGRAM .F.OR. CAI.CULATION OF. ENERGY LEVELS 
This program, written in, the RORTRAN language.,. caleulates the energy 
levels of nucleons accor.ding to, .the mode.l Hamiltonian~>- .In the basis 
given by .the solutions .of .the .zer.o .order.-.Dirac Hamiltonian, the matrix 
elements of the additional .spin,-,or.bit, .angular .momentum .. squared, etc. 
terms are calculated. The numbe.r, of states included .in the matrix must 
be the same as the number .. of .states .which are included in the closed 
shells of the isotropic .ha:rl,llOnie .oscillator. The numbers .NSHEL and N 
are thus .related. For NSHEL =. .5,. .. N .must be 224 •. The .oscillator 
spacing, the number .z "" .the .constants mu and kappa,. as. .'Ii.Tell as the 
0 
mass of the nucleons (protons .o:c: .neutrons). must be .supplied for each 
run. On the IBM 360/;65 .at .Oklahoma .State .Unitrer.sity, it was found that 











P~OGRAM FOR CALCULATING THF ~AT~tx ELE~E~TS ,~o ~tlj~NlL[ll~] 
THE MATRIX. Ti!S PRJG~AM IS FJR ZO NOT EQUAL TO ZERO. 
TH~ MAIN PART JF THE P~JG1A~ WlS WRITTEN BY EUGENE CHAFFIN. 
THE SUBRJJfINE SYMQR WAS ~JRPOWED F~JM PJBLISHED ~J~< JF G.W. 
STEWA~T IN CACM. T~E PROGRAM WAS JSED ON T~E 360/65 AT OSU ANJ 














l OUM 8, DUM9 
e E J\L * 9 Y J , f) DD ( 3 , 1 l , Z 'l O ~ R ( 9 , 11 , JD P ( B , 71 
LJGICAL ABSCNV,VEC,TRD 
VE: HAS TiE VALUE .FALSE. If,~ JO NOT WIS~ TiE SUB~JJflNE 
SYMQR TO COMPJTE THE EIGE'lVECT'.:J~S. 
VEC=.FALSE. -
ONE CHANGES THE SIZE OF THE MAT~!X TO IN:LUJE MO~E SHELLS BY 






H IS THE OSCILLATOR SPAC l'lG 
H= 7.75Dl 
MJ= 0.608600 
KAPPA=O .)6271 D) 
Z0=2.45D3 
X .IS THE A~GJ~E~T JF THE Z DEPE~JE'lT PA~T OF THE WAVE FUNCTION 
FOR THF CASE Z=O. 
X=-1. 500 









DO 902 NI=l,8 
DO 902 NJ=l,7 
NIMl=NI-1 
IF ( NI Ml .EQ.G l NZ=-1. DO 
IF(NIMl.EQ.OlGJ TO 901 
NZ= N ll (NI "1 l Y 













DDP(Nl,NJ )=DP('IIZ,XI . 
902 CONTINUE 
L=O 
THE M~TRIX ELEMENTS 4RE STORED IN AM(N,Nl 
lNITIALIZE THE ~AT~I( ELE1ENTS TJ ZE~O 
DD 500 LL=l-,LLL 




SET UP A LOOP ~HYCH GETS T~E JJ4'11TJM NUMaE~S JF TiE SOLUTIONS 
PROCEEDI\JG SHELL BY SHELL A'IID DEFI'IIING THE :..HGEST 'll:::;4TIVE M l,IHU: 
WITHIN A SiELL FIRST. 
IN THIS ..;JJP wE OEFI'IIE PHT .JF THE DIAGONAL ELEMANTS OF THE MAfRJX 
AND FIND THE CONSTANTS A,B,C,D wHI:H J:cu~ I'll TiE DI=F~IE'IIT 














NZ :NZZ ( I 'HP 11 
30 CONTINUE 
IP=(IN-INZ-JABS(JMl)/2 





1 E= l.D0+2.DO*(H/MC21*( 2.JJ*P+D~3S(M)+NZ+2.5DO)+H*H*(1*M+M+l.25JO 
1 )/( MC2*~:2J 













l +NZ/ 2 .DO+l. 500) -E*E J * ( -M::2-E+H* ( M+l. 500) t-8. DO*MC2*H* H* IP+( 
2M+DABS CMJ Jl2.DO+l.DJ)) 
BCl,I,J,K)= DUM/OENOM 
IF ( M .LT • - 0. 1 DO I B ( 1, I, J, I( J = - B ( 1, I , J, K) 
OUM= 2.Dl*(NZ+l.OO)*MC2*H 
DUM=DSQRTCDUM)J(-MC2-E+H*(M+l.500)l 




IF ( M. LT • -a .1 o:> I DJ M= - DJ M 
0(1,I,J,<I= DUM*(l.D0-4.DO•MC2*H*H*INZ+l.DOJ/DENOM) 
DJ"= 1.0J+B(l,1,J,KJ**Z+:(1,I,J,<l**Z•D(l,I,J,Kl**2 
DUM=DSQRT (OUM J 
ACL,I,J,<I= t.DO/DUM 
BU, I,J,<J= BU,I,J,KI/DJ14 





IF( INZ.GT.O)NZ=NZZ( !NZ) 
E= 1.00+2.DO*(H/~CZl*I 2.)).>+J,3S(Ml+NZ+2.5DO)+i*i*("*14•14+l.ZiJJ 
ll/(MC2*MC21 ! 
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G= l.D0+2.l0*(i/MC21*( 2.DO*P+DA3S(M)+l.5DO)+H*H*(M*M+M+J.25DOJ/ . 
1 ( MC2*MC2 I 
















IF ( M.L T. -0.1 DO) DUM=-DJM 
0(2,I,J,K)= OUM*(l.DO-a.oo•MC2*H*H*(P+(M+DABS(M))l2.)0+1.DO)/OEl4) 
DJM~ A(2,I,J,Kl**2+L.DO+C(2,I,J,<J**2+D(2,I,J,Kl**2 
DUM=DSQRT (OUM I 
A ( 2, I, J, < ) = A ( 2, I , J , KI I J UM 
6(2, I,J,<·)=8(2, I,J,KI/DUM 
C12,I,J,Kl=Cl2,I,J,KJ/DUM 
D( 2, I,J,< J=D( 2, I ,J ,Kl /DUM 
L=L+l 
AM(L,Ll=F-H*H*(M*M+M+0.25D)J/( 2.DO*MC2) 




E= 1.00+2. DO*(H/14C2 l*I 2 .DJ•> +DABS( 14 l+NZ +2.5)0 IH*-1*1 014t14+ l. 25)0 
11 I( MC2*MC21 
G= 1.00+2 .DO* H/14C2 I* ( 2. )OP+'.H 3 SI Mt+ 1. 5D 0) H*-1* ( M* 14• M•J. 2> DO I I 
1 ( MC2*MC2) 

















OUM= DSQRT(OJM)/( MC2-EN-H*(l4+1.500)) 
A(3,I,J,K)= OUM•( 1.oo-a.oo•MC2*H*H*(PHM+DABS(M) )!2.D(lf-1.00) 
1/DENOM) 
OUM= ( P+ ( M+OABS ( M)) / 2 .DO+l .DQ )*MC2*H 
DJM= 2.lO*DSQRT(OUMJ/( MC2-EN-H*(14-0.5DO)) 
IF(~.GT.-0.lDO)OUM=-OUlol . 
8(3,I,J,K)= OUM*( l.D0+4.0J*MC2*H*H*INZ+l.DO)/OENJ~) 
OUM= A13,I,J,Kl•*2+B(3,I,J,K)**2+1.DO+D(3,I,J,K)**2 
DJM=OS QRT (OUM) 
A(3,I,J,K)=A(3,I,J,KI/OUM 







E= l.D0+2.l0*(i/4C2)*( 2.oo•>+]\3Sllol)+NZ+2.5]01+i~~~,M~M•M+l.~5DO 
1 JI ( MC2*MC2 I 
G= l.D0+2.lO*(i/MC2)*( 2.00*P+OA3S(Ml+l.5DO)+i*H*lM*M+M+0~2500)/ 







AMI L,L) =AM(L, L l+H*H*( 2. OO*P +DABS I "1 )+1.500 )/'"1:2 
AMIL,L)=AMIL,L)+KAPPA*i*MU* 0~500*NT*INT+3.DO) 
6 014,I,J,<>=-l.DO 





2M+OABS (M) ,,2.00+1.oo, I 
C(4,1,J,K)= DUM/DEM 
OUM= 2.00*INZ+l.OOf*14C2*H 
DUM=DSQRT (DlJMII( MC2-FN-H*IM-0.5DO)) 
·DUM=-DUM 
tF(M.GT.-0.lDOIDUM=-DUlol 










DJM= DS QRT I l)lJ\1) 
A!4,t,J,<l=A14,I,J,KI/DUM 
814,1,J,<I= 814,I,J,KJ/DUM 






TES T=MAX-\IZT E 
TEST=OABS(TESTI 
IFITFST.LT. l.J-031'.;J TO 40 
INZ=INZ+2 
INZPl=!Nl+l 
Nl=Nll ( Jl'HP ll 
GO TO 30 
40 TEST=NT-"1 
TEST= DABS IT EST l 
IF(TEST.LT. l.D-03)GO ro 5J 
M=M+l.00 
IM= IM+l 
GO TO 20 
'50 NT=NT+ 1.00 
IN= IN+l 
IFCIN.LE~NSHELIGO TO 10 
WE NOW SET UP TWO NEST=D LJQOS INSIDE W~ICH P~IHED AND 
UNPRIMED QJANTJM 'JJ"13ERS A~E DEFT'JED CJ~~ESPJ'JOI'Ji Tl 
THE TWO WAVEFUNCTIONS OF A GIVEN MATQJX ELEME'JT 
WHEN THESE QUANTUM 'JJM3EPS A~E DEFINED, WE PROCEED TJ GO T~ROJi~ 
AND CHEC< TO SEE IF VA~JOJ5 <PJE'JEC<E~ DELTAS A~E ZE~J, AND 
TO INCLU)E THE CONTRIBJTIJ'JS ~F THE VA~IOUS TERMS IN f~E MATRIX. 
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ONLY THE U:hlf:t TRIA'JGLE JF rn::: l.lAnix IS DEFINED, SINCE THIS ALL 

































































IFI IS.EQ.2.ANO.INZ.EQ.J )NZ=-1.DO 
IF(IS.EQ.3.AND.INZ.EQ.OJNZ=-1.JO 
IF( rs. EQ. 2.ANO. I'H .GT .J )NZ=NZZ( l'IIZ I 
IF I IS. EQ. 3. AND. INZ. GT .O) NZ= NZ Z ( PH J 










IF I IS. E Q. 2 • DI~. IS. EQ. 3 ) IN Z= IN Z-1 
IF(ISP.EQ.2.AND.IMP.LE.O)IPP=I?P-1 
I F I I S P • EQ • ft • AN O • I MP • LE • 0 J I P P = I P P - 1 



















NJ PM2= NJP+5 
NJPM3=NJP+6 
IF( INZ.EQ.O)IPAR=l 
IF(INZP.EQ.OlGO TO 799 
I PA R P= I - 11 * * IN Z P 
IF( INZ .EQ.O IGD TD 800 
799 IF(INZP.EQ.O)IPARP=l 





IF(IPAR.NE.IPARP)GO TO 316 
IF(IM.NE.IMPIGO TO 316 
NZ Pl =NZ+l. DO 
NZP2=NZ+2.DO 
NZP3=NZ+3.00 




DUM=DSQR T( DtJM I 
JF(M.GT.-0.1DOIDUM=-DUl1 
IF(INZ.NE.INZP.OR.IP.NE.IPP.OP.IM.',IE.IMPIGO TO ~00 
DIAGONAL A',ID (SPIN DOW',1,SPIN UPI, ET:. TYPE ELEMENTS OF L.S 
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. DEM= A ( ISP, I IP, JP, KP I* A ( IS, I, J, < ) *11- B ( ISP , I IP, J P, KP J * 3( I S, I , J , KI * ( 
lM+l.DO}+C(ISP,JtP,JP,KPJ*CIIS,I,J,<l*M-DIISP,IIP,JP,KPI* 
20( IS,I,J,<l*IM+l.DOl+C(ISP,IIP,JP,KPl*D(IS,I,J,Kl*DUl1+D(ISP,IIP, 
3 JP, KP I *CI IS, I, J, K I* DJ M 
DEM= O. 5*DEM 
DEM= KAPPA*H*2.DO*DEM 
AM(ll,JLl=AMITL,JLI-DEM 
DIAGONAL AND!SPIN DOriN,SPJ',I UPI, ETC. TYPE ELEMENTS OF L.L 
DEM= A( I SP, I IP, JP, KP I* A ( IS, I, J, K} * ( M*M +NZ* ( 2. OO*P• DABS Oil +2. DO I 
l+(NZ+l.OOl*(2.00*P+DAB5(11))l+B!ISP,IIP,JP,KPl*BIIS,I,J,<l*((M+l.JO 
21*(M+l.OOl+(NZ+l.D0}*(2.DO*P+DABS(Ml+3.DOl+(NZ+2.D0}*(2.DO*P+ 












NZM2=N Z-2. DO 
NZPPl=NZP+l. DO 
IFf IP.!\IE.I!>P.OR.IM.NE.lHPJ:;o TO 4-05 





GO TO 401 
888 CONTINUE 
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PP,P MP,M MZP,NZ+2 TERM OF L.S 
OUM2=P+(~+DABS(MJl/2.DO+l.DO 
IF ( OUM2.LT .o. DO I DUMZ= D .DO 
OUM2=D SQRT ( OUM 2) 
IF(M.GT.-0.1DO)DUM2=-DUM2 
IF(IP.NE.IPP.OR.IM.NE.IMPJGO TO 405 
INZP2= INZ+2 




GO TO 403 
402 CONTINUE 
AM( IL, Jl) =AMfI L, Jl 1-K APPA*H*DJ'42*X *ZNOH( NIP, ~UP I *Z!\IHH !\II, !\IJP U * 
l 2. D O*l 1. 4 l't 2135624013 70 OJ* A ( I SP, I IP, JP, KP I* 8( IS, I , J, K) * DOD l NIP 
2,NJP)*DDD(!\II,!\IJP21/(NZP-!\IZ-2.DOI 
4 03 CONTINUE 






IF(IPAR.GT.OIGO TO 404 
AM( IL, Jl )=AM(JL, Jl J-(-2 .DO)*< APP A*H*DUM3*B( ISP,I IP, J>, <Pl* 
lA ( IS, I , J, K) *ZNORR ( NI , NJ MU tc ZNDR R ('III P, NJP P 11 *X * ODD ( NIP, NJP PU* 
2DDO(Nt,NJM1)/(NZP-NZ+2.00I 
GO TO 405 
404 CONTINUE 
DU~3= 2.DO*(P+(M+DABS('4)1/2.DO+l.)JJ 







P?,P-1 MP,M MZP,'IIZ TERM OF L.S 
JPMl=IP-1 
IF(IPP.NE.IPMl.OR.IMP.NE.tM.OR.INZ.NE.I!\IZPIGJ TO 407 
OJM4= 2.DO*('IIZ+l.OOl*(P+(D~BSC~)-M)/2.DOI 
T F ( DU M4 • LT • 0 • DO ) OU M4 = J • DO 




C PP,P+l MP,M NZP,Nl TERM OF l .s 
IPPl=tP+l 
IFCIPP.NE.IPPl.OR.IMP.NE.I~.OP.INZ.NE.INZPtGJ TO 409 
DUMS= 2.)U*CNZ+l.DO)*IP+CDABSCM)-M)/2.00+l.DO) 
IFCDUMS.LT.O.DO)DUMS= O.DO 




C P0 ,P+l MP,M NZP,NZ-2 TERM OF L.S 
IP Pl= IP+l 
INZMZ=INZ-2 
IF( IPP.NE.IPPl.OR.IMP.NE.IM}GO TO 412 
IFCIPAR.GT.O)GO TO 410 
DUM6= 2.00*NZ*(P+(DABSCMI-Ml/2.DO+l.DOI 
IF(DUM6.LT.O.D0JDUM6= O.DO 
















C PP,P+l MP,M NZP,NZ-2 AND PP,P+l ~P,M NZP+l,NZ-1 TERMS OF L.L 
IFCIPP.NE.IPPl.OR.IMP.NE.I~JGJ TO 412 
IF(IPAR.GT.OlGO Tri 889 




DEM= DU M7* A f ISP, I t P, JP,< PI *A ( t S, I, J, KI *ZNOR~ ( !11 (P, 'IIJ P) * Z 'DH ( !IJ I , 'II J) " 









DUM7= 4.Jo•c-xr•DSQR TC OUM7 I 






DEM=DEM+D ( rs P, [IP, J.P, KP )*D( IS, I, J, <) *DUM 7*ZNJRR( 'III P, \jj!> I* 
lZNORRC NI, NJ) *DDP ( '4 IP, NJ PI *ODO(~ I, NJP2) IC XUIO ( NZP-U+-2. DO I ) 
AMCIL,JLl=AM(IL,JLJ~KAPPA*H*HU*DEM 
GO TO 412 
88:.J CONTINUE 






























OUM7= P+ 2.00 






C PP,P-1 MP,M NZP,NZ+2 TERM OF L.S 
IPMl=I P-1 
JNZP2= YNZ+2 
IFIIPP~NE.IPMl.OR.TMP.NE.IMIGD TO 415 
IF(IPAR.;GT.OIGO TO 414 
OUMS=P+(DABS (MI-M)I 2. OJ 
IF(OUM8.LT.O.DO)DUM8=0.DO 
DUM8=0SQRT I DUMB l 




GO TO 413 
414 CONTINUE 
DUMB= 2.lO*(NZ+2.DO.)*(P+(DABS(M)-Ml/2.DOJ 







PP,P-1 MP,M NZP,NZ+2 A~O PP,P-1 MP,M NZP+l,~Z+3 TE~~S JF L.L 
IFCIPP.NE.IPMl.OR.IMP.NE.IMJGO TO \15 




DUM9=DSQRT (Di.lM9 >•2.00 
OEM=DUM9*ACISP,JIP,JP,KP)*AIIS,1,J,Kl*ZNORRCNIP,NJP)*Z~JR~C~l,~Jl 
l*DOP(NIP,NJPl*DDD(NI,NJP2)/(XL~M*(~ZP-NZ-2.00) I 
DUM9= P+l .DO 
IF(M.GT.-0.100)DUM9=DUM9-L.DO 
DUM9=DUM9*(P+DABS(M.+l.DO) 








OUM9= DSQRT (OUM9 t•z.oo 
DEM=DEM+OUM9*C(ISP,IIP,JP,KP)*C(IS,I,J,Kl*ZNORRCNIP,NJPP11* 
lZNORR(NI,~JPLl*(DDP(NIP,tJPPll*DOO(Nl,NJP3)-JDPCNI,NJP31~DDD(NJP, 






DEM=DE M+i>UM9*D (ISP ,I IP, JP, KP I *D (IS, I, J, KI* ZNOR RHH P, ~JP I* 
lZNORR(Nl,NJl*DDP(NIP,NJPl*lDDCNI,NJP21/(XLAM*(NZP-NZ-2.DJII 
DUM9= P+l .DO 
JF(M.GT.-0.1DOIDUM9=DUM9-l.DO 
DUM9=DUM9*(P+DABS(MII 





















DUM9= P*(P+OABSCMI 1*2.00 
OUM9= 2.i>O*DSQRT(DUM9) 
DE M=DE M+)UM9*C (ISP , II P, JP, KP t •c ns, I, J, Kt *ZNOR R (NIP, NJ PP 11 * 
lZNORR(Nl,NJPlt*DDD(NIP,NJ~t•~D)(NI,NJP2t/(XLAM*(NZP-NZ-2.00J) 
DU M9= P+ l • DO 
IF(M.GT.-O.lOOIDUM9=DUM9-l.DO 
DUM9=DUM~*NZPl*NZP2*(P+DABS(MJ+l.DOJ 
IF( DUM9.L T .O.DOIDUM9= O.DO . 
DUM9=-4.DO*DSQRT(OUM9t•(-Xt 





C RESTORE P,M,NZ VALUES 
IF(ISP.EQ.2.DR.ISP.EQ.3JINZP=INZP+l 
IF( I SP .EQ. 2.DR. I SP. EQ.ft t JMP=IMP+l 
IF( ISP.EQ.4.AND.IMP.LE.OIIPP=IPP+l 
IF(ISP.EQ.2.AND.IMP.LE.OIIPP=IPP+l 
IFC IS .EQ .• 2 .OR. IS. EQ. 3)INZ=f NZ+l 
IFCIS.EQ.2.0R.IS.EQ.4JIM=I~+l 
JF(IS.EQ.4.AND~IM.LE.OIIP=IP+l 
IF( IS.EQ.2.AND.IM.LE.OJ IP=IP+l 
INZ PPl =I NZP+l 












IF( ISP.LE.4tGO TO 235 
NZPTE=INZP 
TE ST=MAXP-NZPTE 
TES T=l1 ABS (TES TI 
JF(TEST.LT. l.D-03)GO TO 240 
I NZ P= I NZP+2 
INZPPl=INZP+l 
NZP=NZZfINZPPl) 
GO TO 230 
240 TEST=NTP-MP 
TE ST=DABS( TEST t 
IF(TEST.LT~ l.D-03JGO TO 250 
MP=MP+l .DO 
IMP=IMP+l 
GO TO 220 
250 NTP=NT P+l .DO 
INP=INP+l 











NZ= NZ Z ( IN Z P 1 ) 
GO TO 130 
140 TEST=NT-"1 
TES T=DABS HES T) 
IF( TEST.LT. l.D-03)GO TO 150 
M=M+l .00 
I M=I M+l 
GO TO 120 
150 NT=NT+l.00 
IN= IN+l 








WR IT E ( 6, 1 23 ) ( ( AM ( IL, J l) , IL= 1, 16 ) , J:.. = l, 16 I 
123 FORMAT(lX,5022.1,) 
CALL SYMQR(AM,DL,EL,KO,N,~A,EPS,ABSCNV,VEC,TRDiFAILI 
DO 124 I=l, N ' 
124 OL(ll=DL(I)-MC2 






























A A DOUBLE DIMENSIONE~ AR~AV, IF THE MATRIX IS NOT 
INITIALLY T~IDIAGJNAL, IT IS :ONTAINED IN TiE LO~ER 
TRIANGLE OF A. IF EIGENVECTORS A~E NJT ~EJUESTED 
THE LOWER T~IANGLE OF A IS DESTROYED WHILE THE 
ELE~ENTS ABJVE THE JIAGJNAL ARE LEFT UNDISTU~BED. 
IF EIGfNVECTORS ARE REQJESTEO. THEY A~E ~ETJR~EJ I~ TiE 
COLUMNS OF A 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY. IF THE ~AT~JX rs 
1,ITIALLY T~IDIAGONAL, D CONTAINS ITS DIAGONAL 
ELEMENTS. ON RETJR~ 0 :oNTAJNS T1E EIGE~VALUES OF 
THE MATRIX 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED A~~AY. IF THE ~AT~rx. IS 
INITIALLY TRIDIAGONAL, E CONTAINS ITS JFF-OIAGJNAL 
ELEMENTS.UPJN RETUR~ E(Il CONTAINS THE NUMBER OF 
IT.ERATIONS REQJIRED TO COMPUTE THE APP~JXIMATE 
EIGENVALUE D(Il 
A REAL VARIABLE CO~TAI"4G AI\I INITIAL ORI GI~ S-flFT TO 
BE U~ED UNTIL THE COMPUTED SHIFTS SETTLE DO~N. 






















NA AN INTEGER VARJABLE CONTAINING THE FIRST DIMENSION 
'.lF THE ARRAY A. 
EPS A REAL VARIABLE CONTAING A CONVERGENCE TOLERANCE 
ABSCNV A LOGICAL \IARIABLE CD'4TAI'H~G THE VALUE .BUE. IF 
THE ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE CRITERION IS TO BE JSEO 
OR THE VALUE .FALSE. IF THE RELATIVE CRITERION 
IS TO BE USED. 
VEC A LOGICAL VARIABLE CONTAING THE VALUE.TRUE. IF 
EIGEN\IECTORS ARE TJ BE COMPUTED A\40 RETU~~El [~ 
78 
THE A~RAY A AN) OTHERWISE CONTAINING THE \IALUE .FALSE(< 
TRD A LOGICAL VARIABLE CONTAING THE VALUE .TRUE. 
IF THE MATRIS IS TRIDJA;ONAL AN) LOCATED IN THE ARRAfS 
D A'4D E A~D OTHERWISE CJNTAINING THE VALJE .FALSE •• 
FAIL AB INTEGER VARIABLE CONTAING A ERROR SIGNAL. 
ON RETUR~ THE EIGENVALUES IN D(FAIL+U ••••• D(NJ 








REAL *8 DSQRT 








ASSIGN 500 TO SINCOS 
C SIGNAL ERROR IF N IS NOT POSITIVE. 
c 
c 
IFCN.GT.01 GO TO 1 
FAIL= -1 
RETURN 
C SPECIAL TREATMENT FOR A MATRIX OF ORDER ONE. 
c 
c 
1 IF(N.GT.11 GO TO 5 
IF(.NOT.TRDI D(l> = ACl,11 
IFIVEC) All,l) = 1. 
FAIL =O 
RETURN 
c IF THE MATRIX rs TRIDIAGONAL, SKIP THE REOU:TION. 
c 
5 IF(TADl ;a TO 100 
IF(N.EQ.21 GD TO 80 
c 
C REDUCE THE ~ATRIX TO T~~OIAGJ~AL Fl~M BY HOUSEHOLJERS METHOD. 
c 
c 
00 70 L=l ,NM2 
LL = L+l 
O(U = A(L,U 
MAX = O. 
00 10 I=Ll,N 
AGO= A (I, lJ 
10 MAX= DMAXl(MAX,DABSlAGO)I 
!F(MAX.NE.O.J GO TO 13 
E( U = O. 
A(L,U = 1. 
GO TO 70 
13 SUM = O. 
DO 17 I=Ll,N 
A(l,LI = A<I,LJ/ft4AX 
17 SUM= SUM+ A!I,Ll**2 
52 = SUM 
52= OSQRT(S2) 
IF(A(Ll,U .• LT. O.) 52 = -S2 
E( LJ = -S2*MAX 
A(Ll ,L> = A(ll,LJ +52 
A(L,LI = S2*A(Ll,L) 
SUM! = O. 
DO 50 I=Ll,N 
SUM = O. 
DO 20 J=Ll,T 
20 SUM= SUM+ A(I,J)*A(J,L) 
IF(I.EQ.N) GO TO 40 
IL = I +l 
00 30 J=Yl,N 
30 SUM= SUM+ A(J,LJ*A(J,11 
40 E(IJ = SJ~/A(L,L) 
50 SUMl = SUMl + ACI,lt*E( I) 
CON= .5•SUM1/A(L,ll 
DO 60 Y=Ll, N 
E(I> =F(I) - CON*A(l,ll 
DO 60 J=Ll,1 . 
6) A(l,JI = A(l,J) - A(I,Ll*E(JI - l\(J,Ll*E(II 
70 CONTINUE 
80 OINMl) = A(NMl,NMlJ 
D( N) = A(N,NI 
E(NMll = A(N,NMl) 
C IF E IGENlfECTORS ARE R E:JU IRED, I 'H Tl ALI ZE A. 
c 
l 00 IF( .NOT .lfl:C) GO TO 180 
c 
79 




IF(.NOT.TRO .AND. N.NE.2) GO Tl 130 
DO 120 1=1,N 
00 110 J= 1, N 
110 A(l,JI = O. 
120 A ( I , I J = l. 
GO TO 180 
IF THE MATRIX WAS NOT TRIDIAGO~AL, MULTIPLY OUT THE 













A I NM 1 , NM 1) = 1 • 
AINMl,N),.; O~ 
Al N, NMU = 0. 
DO 170 L=l,NM2 
LL=NM2-lH 
Lll = LL+l 
DO 140 I=LL 1,N 
SUM= O. 
DO 135 J=Lll, N 
SUM =SUM+ ACJ,Lll*AIJ,Il 
AILL,IJ = SUM/ACLL,LLI 
DO 150 I=lll,N 
DO 150 J=LL 1,N 
Al t,JJ = AC l,J) - Al I,LL l*AILL,Jl 
DO 160 I=Lll,N 
AII,LU = O. 
ACLL,II = O. 
A<Ll,LU = 1. 
IF AN ABSJLUTE CONVERGENCE C~ITE~Ia~ rs REQUESTED 
CABSCNV=.TRJE.J, COMPUTE THE I"FINITY NORM OF THE ~ATR[X. 
JFC.NOT.ABSCNVl GO TO 200 
NINF :DMAXl CDABS(D(l) l+DABSIEll )J,DABSCDCNJhDABS(EC'<l'H) 11 
IFCN.EQ.21 GO TD 200 
DO 190 I=2,NM1 
190 NINF = DMAXllNINF,DABS(D(IJ)+DABS(E(I))+OABSIEfl-11)) 
C START THE QR ITERATION. 
c 
200 NU =N 
NU Ml = N-1 
SHFT = .FALSE. 
Kl: KO 
TEST= NINF*EPS 
E ( NI = o. 
c 
C CHECK FOR :ONVERGENCE AND .. OCATE T-fE SUBMATRIX IN W·tIC-t Tl-IE 
c QR STEP rs TO BE PERFORMED. 
c 
210 DO 220 NNl=l,NUMl 
NL= N.JMl-NNL+l 
IF(.NOT.ABSCNVI iEST = E~S*DMINl(OABS(O(NLIJ,DABS(DCNL+ll)J 
IFCDABSCECNLJI.LE.TESTIGJ TO 230 
220 CONTINUE 
GO TO 240 
2 30 Et NL I = 0 • 
NL= NL+l 
!FINL .NE. NU) GO TO 240 
IFINUMl .EO. 11 RETURN 
NU= NUMl 
NUMl = NU-1 
GO TO 210 
240 ECNUI= ECNUl+l. 




C CALCULATF. THE SHIFT 
c 
c 




CD=DSQRT(CB**2 + CC) 
YF(CB .NE.O.) CD =DSIGN(CD,CBJ 
K2 = D(NU) - MAX*CC/(CB+CDl 
JF(SHFT) GO TO 270 
IF(DABS(K2-Kl) .LT •• 5*DABS(C21) GO TO 260 
Kl=K2 
K= KO 
GO TO 300 
260 SHF T= • TRUE. 
270 K = K2 
C PERFORM ONE QR STEP WITH SHIFT KON ROWS AND COLUMNS 
C NL THROUGH NU 
c 
c 
300 P=D( NU-K 
Q = E( NL) 
ASSIGN 310 TO RETURN 
GO TO Sl~CJS,(500) 
310 I=NL-1 
311 I=l+l 
C IF REQUI~ED, RJTATE THE EJGE~VECTO~S. 
c 
c 
!F(.NOT.VEC) GO TO 330 
DO 320 J=l,N 
TEMP= C*A(J,J) + S*A(J,I+l) 
Al J, I+l) = -S*A(J,I) + C*A( J, I+-11 
320 A(J,It =TEMP. 
C PERFORM THE SIMILARITY PA'IISFORMAHON ANO CALCULHE TH.:: NEU 
C ROT AT ION. 
c 
330 0(11 = C*D(ll + S*E{Il 
TEMP= C*E(II + S*DII+ll 
D(J+ll = -S*El!l + C*D(l+ll 
EI It = -S *K 
0(1) = C*Dfll +S*TEMP 
IF(l .EQ.NUMll GO TO 380 
JF(OABS(S).GT.DABS(C) IGO TJ 350 
R= SIC 
0( 1+11 = -S*E( I l + C*DI I+ll 
P = D<I+ll - K 
Q=C*E(I+ll 
ASSIGN 340 TO RETURN 
GO TO SJNCOS,(5001 
340 E(Il = R*NORM 
E( l+ll=Q 
GO TO 380 
350 P= C*E(I) + S*D(l+ll 
Q = S*E( l+U 
O(I+l) = C*P/S + K 
81 
c 
E(I+ll = C*E(l+l) 
ASSIGN 360 TO RETURN 
GO TO SINCOS,(5001 
360 E(II = NORM 
380 IF(I~LT.NUMl)GO TO 311 
TEMP= C*E(NUMl) + S*D(NUJ 
D(NU) = -S*E(NUMll + C*D(NJ) 
E( NUMll = TEMP 
GO TO 210 . 
C INTERNAL PROCEDURE TO CAL:ULATE THE ROTATION CORRESPON)ING TO 
C THE VECTOR(P,QI. 
c 
5 00 PP = DABS (PI 
QQ= DA.BS (QI 
IF(QQ.GT.PPI GO TO 510 
NORM= PP•DSQRT( 1. + CQQ/PP)**21 
GO TO 520 
510 IF(QQ .EQ. O.) GO TO 530 
NORM=QQ*OSQRT( 1. + (Pl>/Q:Jl**2J 
520 C = P/NORM 
S= Q/NORM 
GO TO RETURN,(310,340,3601 
530 C=l. 
S = 0. 
NORM= O. 








ZNORM=DO(NZ,X l*DPRPN( NZ, XI-DP I 'H, X l*DPN( NZ, XI 
ZNORM=ZNORM**(•0.5001 












TEST=DABS ( Bl I 
IF(TEST.LT.l.0-131Cl= 0.00 





C2= -0. 5 
TES T=O ABS ( 82 I 
IF(TEST.LT. l.0-131C2= O.DO 






















Y= l • 









3 Fll =Fll +Y 
1 CONTINUE 














IF(X.LT.+O.IGO TO 1 
OGAM= OGAM"IA( XI 
RETURN 





























PROGRAM FOR ZO = 0 
This program does ihe same job as the one in APPENDIX A, except 







PROGRAM FOR ZO=O 
T~IS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN Bf EUG~NE CHAF~IN AND CJR~ESPJ~OS TO 
ZERO DEFORMATION. 
LOGICAL ABSCNV,VEC,TRO 




RE Al *B A ( 4,. 3, 11 , 6 I , BI 4, 3, U t 6 ) , C ( 4, 3, 11 , 6 J , 0 ( ~ , 3, 11 , 6 J 

























NZZ (6 )= !i .DO 
NZZ(7l= 6.00 
L=O 
DO 500 LL=l,LLL 








YEVEN=IN-T ABS f IMI 
IF(IEVEN.EQ.OIINZ=O 
TF( IEVFN.EQ.OIGU TO 29 
TEVEN=(-1 )**lEVEN 
IF(IEVEN.LT.O)INZ=l 
IF( !EVEN.GT .O)INZ=O 
29 CONTINUE 
INZPl=lNZ•l 
NZ=NZZ ( INZPl l 
30 P=(NT-NZ-OABS(M)l/2.DO 






1 E= l.D0+2.DO*(H/~C21*( 2.DO*>+D,~S(Ml+NZ+2~5DO)+-tt<Htc(M~M+M+l.2iDl 
1 JI C MC2 * MC2 ) 
G= l.00+2.JO*(H/MC2l*C 2oDO*P+DABS(M)+l.5DOl+i*H*lM*M+M+0.2500!/ 
1 (MC2*MC2) 
G=DS QRT CG l 
E= E-2.DO*(H/MC2l*G 





3 AC 1,I,J,KI= 1~00 
OJM= 2 .OD*( P+'( M+OABS( M H/2.DO+l .DOt *l NZ+l.DO) 
DUM=-4.DO*H*H;l<MC2*DSQRT (OUM I 
DENOM=(((M:2-H*IM-0.500)1**2+4.DO*-l*MCZ*CP+(M+DABS{M)J/2.DO 
l +NZ/ 2. 00+1.5001-E•E I *C -MC2- E +H* ( "l+l. so·o, J -8. J0*''1: 2• -tl<-ttc ( >+( 
ZM+DABS(M)l/2.DO+l.OOI l 
B( 1, I,J,K )= DUM/DENOM 
JF t M .LT .-0 • 1 DO 1 BC 1, I, J, K ) = - B ( 1, I , J, K t 
OUM= 2.DO*(NZ+l.DO)*MC2*H 
DJM=OSORT ( DUM I I (-MC 2-Et-H*( 1H 1. 500 l I 
CC 1, I, J,K I =-DJM*( 1. DO +8 .DO*MC2*H*H* ( P +( M+Ol\BSC Ml ti 2.) O+ l. DO) /D:: UM 
11 









DU, I,J,Kl=DCl, I,J,KI/Dl)M 
IFCIM.LE.OIP=P-1.DO 
M=M-1.DO 
IF CI NZ. EQ~O I NZ=.:..l. DO 
IF! INZ.GT.O)NZ=NZZCINZI 
E= l.00+2.l0*(-f/~C2l*C 2.DO•P+Jl\3SIMl+NZ+2.5DOl+-l*H•tMtcM+M+L.Z501 
1 ti ( MC2*MC2 I 
G= l.D-0+2.00*IH/MC21*C 2.DO*P+DABS(Ml+l.5DO)+H*H*(M*M+M•0.25DO)/ 
1 C MC2*MC2) 
G=DS QRT CG J 
F= E+2.DO*(H/MC2l*G 























1 +NZ/2 .00+1.500 l-F'll*F'II )*( M:2-F'II-H*( M-0. 500)) .. a.oo•MC2•H•H•C P+( 






















TES T=DABS( TEST I 




GO TO 30 
40 TEST=NT-M 
TEST=DABS (TEST I 
IFCTEST.LT. l.0-031GO TO 50 
M=M+l.00 
IM=lM+l 
GO TO 20 
50 NT=NT+ l.DO 
IN= IN+l 










IF(tEVEN.EQ.O)GQ TD 129 
IEVEN=(-1 l**IEVEN 
IF{IEVEN.LT.OIINZ=l 







8(2, 1,J,<)=8(2, 1,J,Kl/OU~ 
C(2,I,J,K)=Cf2,I,J,KI/OUM 
D( 2, T, J , < I= 0 ( 2, I , J , K I /D UM 
L=L+l 
AM(l,Ll=F-H*H*(M*M+M+0.2500)/( 2.DO*MC21 




E= 1.00+2.00*(H/MCZ)*( z.oo•P+DABS(Ml+NZ+2.5001+i*~*!M*M+M+l.25)0 
11 /( MC2*MC21 
G= l .DO +2 .DO*{ H/MC2 I* ( 2. DO*P +OA3 S( M) + 1. 500) H *H* ( MH1+MtJ. 2500) I 






AM( L, LI =EN+H*H* ( M*M+M+J .25 JO I/ ( 2. DO*MC2) 
AMCL,L )=AM(L,Ll-~*H*(2.DO*P+DABS(M)tl.500)/MC2 
AM(L,L)=AM(L,L)+KAPPA*H*~J* 1.5DO*~T*!NT+3.DO) 
5 C(3,I,J,Kl=-l.DO . 
OUM= 2.DO*(P+(M+DABSCM))/2.00•l.DOl*(Nl+l.OOJ 
DE NOH= I ( I MC2-H* ( M-0. 5 DO I l "'* 2 +4. DO *1-1 *MC 2*( P +(\1 + DM S ( 1.11 I I 2. DO 
l+NZ/2.DO+l.500)-EN*EN)*I MC2-EN-H*(M+l.5DO)l+8.DO*MC2*H*H*(P+( 
2M+OABS (M) 1/ 2.00.+l .OO)) 
013,I,J,K)= DUM/OENOM 
OUM= 4.~0*H*H*MC2*DSQ~T(DUMI 
IF ( M .LT • -0 .1 DO ID( 3, I, J, K ) = - D l 3, I , J, KI 
OUM= 2.DO*(NZ+l.DOl*MC2*H 
OUM= DSQRT(DUM)/( MC2-EN·H*(M•l.5DO)l 
A(3,I,J,<l= DJM*( 1.oo-a.D0*'1C2*H*H*(P+("1+[)A:JS('4)t/2.[)0+1.JOI 
1 !:>E NOMI 
DUM= 1P+(M+OABSCMl)/2.00+l.DOl*"1C2*H 
DlJM:;: 2.DO*DSQRTCDUM)/C MC2-E\I-H*(lo1-0.5DOII 
IF(M.GT.-0.lDOIOUM=-OUM 
8(3,I,J,<)= OUM*l l.D0+4.DO*MC2*H*i*INZ+l.OOI/DENOM) 
DIJM= Al3,T,J,Kl**2+BC3, I,J,<1**2+1.D0+0(3,I,J,Kl**2 
OUM=DSQRT(OUMI . 
A(3, I, J, IC)= A ( 3, I, J, IC JI OUM 
B(3,l,J,K)=B(3,I,J,Kt/DUM 




NZ=NZZ fIN ZPl I 
E= L.00+2.00*IH/MC21*( 2.DO*P+OAB~CM)+NZ+2.5DOl+H*H*CM*M+M+l.25DO 
1 II ( MC 2 *MC 2 ) 
G= 1.00+2. DO* ( H/MC2 l * ( 2 .DJ*P +DABS (MI +l. 500 J+H *H*l '4*1.1+1.1+0. 2500) I 
11MC2*MC2l 
G=DS QRT (GI 
F=E+2.DO*IH/MC21*G 






IP=( JN-INZ-I ABS ( !M 11/ 2 
IF(M.LT.-0.100)J=IABS(IMl+6 
IFIM.GT.-0.lOOlJ=IM+l 
I =I P+l 
K=! NZ+ 1 





























230 PP= ( NT P-NZP-OABS ( MP) l /2 .DO 
IPP=(INP-INZP-IABSI IMP) 112 







IF ( IS. EQ. ft. AND. IM.LE. 0 IP= P'-1. DJ 
IF(IS.EQ.2.0R.IS.EQ.4lM=M-l.DO 
IF ( IS. EQ. 2 • AND. I ilJ l • E Q .J l N l = -1 • DO 
IF{IS.EQ.3.AND.INZ.EO.JINZ=-1.DO 
IF( IS.EQ.2.ANO.rNZ.GT .OJNZ=NZZ( INZl 
. IF( IS .EQ.3 .AND. INZ .GT .J INZ-=NZZ( INZI 
IF(JSP.EQ.2.AND.IMP.LE.OlPP=PP-1.DO 
T F ( rs P • E0. 4 • AND. I MP.LE~ 0 l PP= PP- 1. DO 
IF(ISP.EQ.2.0R.ISP.EQ.ft)MP=MP-1.DO 
IF(ISP.EQ.2.AND.INZP.EQ.OINZP=-1.DO 











!F( IS.EQ.2 .OR.IS .EQ.4 llM=I"l-1 
TF(IS.EQ.2.0R.IS.EQ.3)INZ=INZ-l 
IF( !SP.EQ.2.ANO.Jl4P.LE.O)IPP=IPP-l 
I F ( IS P • E Q. ~ • AN O. I MP • L E • 0 l I PP= I 1> o - l 





TF(INZ.NE.INZP.OR.IP.NE.IPP.OR.IM.NE.IMP)GO TO 401 
91 
DIAGONAL ANO (SPIN DDWN,SPIN u~,, ETC. TYPE ELEMENTS o= L.S 
OEM=A( JSP,IJP,JP,KPl*Al 1$, l,J,< l*M-B( ISP,tIP,JP,i<Pl*BI IS,I,J,Kl*l 
lM+l.OOl+:(ISP,IIP,JP,KPl*C(IS,I,J,Kl*M-D(ISP,IIP,JP,<Pl* 
20 ( IS, I , J, K I *( M • l. DO ) +C ( ISP , I IP , JP , KP l * D ( I S, I , J ,K) tc DUM + D ( I SP, l IP, 
3JP,KPl*Cl!S,1,J,Kl*DUM 
OEM= 0. 5*DEM 
DEM= KAPPA*H*2.DO*DEM 
AMlIL,Jll=AM(IL,Jl)-OEM 
DIAGONAL AND(SPIN DJ~N,SPI~ UPI, ET:. TYPE ELEMENTS OF L.l 
DEM= A( ISP, I IP, JP, KP) *A ( IS, I, J, < ) * ( 'I *M+NZ * ( 2. DO*P •JA a S ( M I• 2. D 0) 
l+(NZ+l.DOl*(2.DO*P+OABS(M)l)+B!ISP,IIP,JP,KPl*B(IS,I,J,<l*llM+l.)~ 
2l*CM+l.DOl•(NZ+l.DOl*(2.DO*P•DABS!Ml+3.00l+CNZ+2.DO)*C2.DDtcP• 
3 DABS l M I +1 • DO I l + C l I S P , I IP , J P , < P I *C I I S , I , J , K l * ( M * M+ I ~ Z + 1 • J O) * I 2. ) 0 
4*P+OABSIMl•2.DO)~(NZ+2.DOl*l2.DO*P+OABS(M)I l+D(ISP,IIP,JP,<Pl* 
5D(IS,I,J,~)*l(M+l.DDl*(M+l.DOl+NZ*l2.DO*P•DABS(Ml+3.)0l+(NZ+l.DOI 
6 * ( 2 • DO* P + D A BS ( M ) + 1 • DO l I 
DEM=KAPPA*MU*H*DEM 
AMCTL,Jll=AMIIL,JLI-DEM 
GO TO 316 
401 CONTINUE 
PP,P MP,M MZP,NZ+2 TE~M OF L.S 
DUM2= 2.DO*(NZ+2.DOl*lP•IM+DABS(Mll/2.DO+l.DOI 
IF(DUM2.LT.O.DO)DUM2= 0,00 
DUM2=DSQIH ( DUM2 l 
IF(M.GT.-0.1DOIDUM2=-DUM2 
IF( IP.NE.Il>P.OR.JM.NE.IMP)30 TO 405 
!NZP2=INZ+2 
TF(INZP.NE.INZP2)GO TD 403 
AM ( IL, JL I= AM I IL , J L l -< A> PA* i-1* A I ISP , I IP , JP, K ;> l "B ( I S, I , J , KI tc DJ M2 
GO TO 31!, 
403 CONTINUE 
PP,P MP,M MZP,NZ-2 TEPM JF L.S 
DUM3= 2.DO*NZ*IP+(M+OABSl'-1) 112.DO+l.DOI 
IF(DUM3.LT.O.DOJDUM3= O.DO 
DUM3=DSQRT ( DUM3 l 
IF(M.GT.-0.1DO)DUM3=-DJM3 
TNZM2=!NZ-2 
IF(INZP.NE.INZM2)GO TO 405 
AM(IL,Jll=AM(!L,JL)-KAPPA*i-f*BlISP,IIP,JP,KPl*A(IS,1,J,<)*OUM3 
GD TO 316 
405 CONTINUE 
PP,P-1 MP,M MZP,NZ TERM OF L,S 
IPMl=IP-1 
IF(IPP.NE.IPMl.OR.IMP.NE.IM.JP.INZ.NE.INZPlGJ TJ 407 
DUM4= 2.JO*INZ+l.DOl*(P+(DABS(Ml-Ml/2.DOl 
lF(DUM4.LT.O.DOlOUM4= O.DO 







GO TO 316 
407 CONTINUE 
PP~P+l MP,M NZP,NZ tERM OF L .S 
IPPl=IP+l 







PP,P+l MP,M NZP,NZ-2 TERM OF L.S 
TPPl=IP+l 
INZM2=1 NZ-2 






PP,P+l MP,M NZP,~Z-2 AND PP,P+l ~P,M NZP+l,~Z-1 TEtMS JF L.L 
DUM7=NZ* (NZ-1. DO)* ( P+l. DO I* ( P+OABS I Ml +1.00) 
JF(DUM7.LT.O.DOIDUM7= o.tio 
DUM7 = 2 .DO*DSQRT (DUM7 I 
AM(IL,JLl=AM(IL,JLI-KAPPA*H*MU*A(ISP,IIP,JP,KP)*AJIS,I,J,Kl*DJ~7 
OJM7=NZ*(~Z-l.OOl*lP+l.DO)*(P+DABS(M)+2.DOI 
TF IDW47 .LT .o. DO I DUM7= ::> .DO 
DUM7= 2.DO*DSQRT(DUM71 
AM(IL,JLl=AM(IL,JLI-KA>PA*Y*~U*D( JSP,IIP,JP,KP)tJ(IS,I,J,Kl*DJM7 
DUM7= NZ*CNZ+l. DOl*(P+l .00 l*IP+DABS(!.11+2.001 
tF(DUM7.LT.0;001ouM7= o.oo 
DUM7= 2.DO*DSQRT( OUM 71 




AM( IL, JL I= AM It L, J L> -KA~ PAC< HC<MU*C I l SP, I IP, JP, KP J *C ( IS, I, J, KI *DJ M 1 
411 CONTINUE 
PP,P-1 MP,M NZP,NZ+2 TERM OF L.S 
TPMl=IP-1 
INlP2=tNZ+2 























AM ( IL, JL ) = A 14 ( I ... , J L l - ,<A> P <\ * H * 1-llJ* [) ( ISP, II P , JP , KP) tr: D ( I S, I , J , Kl * DU M 1
413 CONT I NUE 
316 CONT !NUE 






T F ( IS. E Q. 2. OR. IS. EQ. 4 l IM= IM+ l 
IF( JS.EQ.4.AND. IM.LE.Cl IP=IP+l 













IF( ISP.LE.41GO TO 235 
TEST=MAXP-f\JZP 
TES T=DABS <r ES r) 
I F ( TE S T. L T • l • D- 0 3 I GO TO 2 4 0 
INZP=INZP+2 
I NZ P Pl = I NZ P + l 
NZP=NZZ(INZPPU 
GO TO 230 
240 TEST=NTP-MP 
TEST=DABS(TESTI 
IF(TEST.LT. 1.D-03)GO TO 250 
MP=MP+l.DO 
JMP=IMP+l 
GO TO 220 
250 NTP=NTP+l. DO 
INP=INP+l 




IF ( TE ST.LT. l. D- 0 3 l GO TO 14 0 
INZ=INZ+2 
INZPl=INZ+l 
NZ=NZZ ( J NZP l l 
GO TO 130 
140 TEST=NT-M 
TEST=DABS!TESTI 
IF(TEST.LT. l.D-03)GJ ro 150 
M=M+l .DO 
93 
IM= IM+ l 
GO TO 120 
150 NT=NT+l.DO 
IN=IN+l 
IF(IN.LE.IIISHEL)GO TO 110 
CALL SYMQR(AM,DL,EL,KO,N,NA,EPS,ABSCNV,VEC,TRD,FAILI 
WRITE ( 6, 2 )( DL I I ) , I= 1, 22 41 , ( El( I ) , I= L, 22 4) 
2 FORMAT(lX,104(5022.15,/,lXII 
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